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Press office and social media activity

• Podcast series 2 continues
• BBC nine part podcast series on the Rikki

Neave investigation
• VAWG communications campaign continues

with Social Change
• Nov/Dec – domestic abuse campaign with

Cambridge United and Peterborough United
• Recruitment – ongoing event support, new PA

short films being made, passing out parade and
awareness days

• Fraud activity using table talkers in targeted
area

• Knife amnesty in November (TBC)
• October – county lines WOA
• October 18 – anti-slavery day

• Cambridge ‘upskirting’ CCTV appeal resulted
in a suspect being identified

• Ely sexual assault CCTV appeal on
social/traditional media. Suspect identified as a
result of the appeal within one hour

• Werrington doorbell burglary appeal led to
eight more victims coming forward and
reporting crimes

• Huntingdon sexual assault CCTV – a friend
noticed the suspect on our Facebook page
within an hour of the post and convinced him
to hand himself in.

• Seriously injured man found in Peterborough.
Images of the man and a distinctive tattoo
released via traditional and social media. Man
identified as a result of the appeal

Outcomes

Outputs Media calls
524

Press releases
200

Court reports
85

Appeals
37

Social media posts 
853

18%22% 18% 19% 12%

Out-takes

We wrote 85 court 
reports and as a result 
there were 100,334
link clicks to the news 
pages of the force 
website.

We created 37
appeals and as a result 
there were 5,087 link 
clicks to the news 
pages of the force 
website.
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A total of 165 posts used across social media 
accounts, resulting in 2.6million reach, 
1.2million impressions, 4,200 link clicks and 
6,600 likes.

Adverts on Facebook featuring Cambs police 
officers continued, using images and videos.

Video commissioned featuring Aneesah 
Mahmood (right), used across channels and 
provided to recruitment teams to use at 
events. Viewed 51k times on the force 
YouTube.

Supported recruitment events on social media channels, 
including paid-for advertising on Facebook. 

A campaign to support a recruitment event in October at 
force HQ, has resulted in more than 250 people 
registering to attend so far.

Comms for A-level results and then the deadline for the 
IPLDP window drove more than 100 views of the website.

Passing out comms for the ceremony in July (right) drove 
76 views of the website with an excellent average viewing 
time of more than 2m 30s.

Tracked content drove 2261 views of the force 
recruitment pages. On average people visited 2.5 
pages and browsed for one minute and 36 seconds.

The primary recruitment pages were viewed 6590 
times. In addition the ADCP page was viewed 2728 
times.

There were 448 applications to become a police 
officer, including 83 for ADCP in July alone. 

163 people applied to the ADCP before 31 
July deadline. ADCP web pages were viewed 
3477 times in June and July. A final reminder 
social media post drove 557 views of the 
web pages.

Police officer case study image and video 
adverts on Facebook drove more than 800 
views of the police officer website pages.

Out-takes Coming up next quarter 
• Support for recruitment events in Pboro and Cambridge
• Promotion of recruitment in regular social media

content
• More video case studies of officers
• Recruitment myths podcast
• Passing out ceremony
• LinkedIn content
• Facebook advertising

Recruitment
• Achieve 4,000 views of the primary police officer force website pages (Police Officer, Entry Routes, Meet Our Officers)
• Drive 2,000 views of the force website recruitment pages through tracked content.
• Generate 200 applications for police officer recruitment and the accelerated detective constable programme (ADCP)

Outputs

Objectives

Outcomes
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Cambs Cops: Our Stories (series two)

There was a 300% increase in 
listens/views to series two of 
the podcast compared to series 
one. 

This accounted for almost 24k 
views compared to 6k the 
previous series.

OutcomesOutputs Out-takes

Objectives • To get more than ten thousand listens for the podcast series, an increase of 25%
• To increase awareness of the podcast through promotion of the website pages and encourage

visitors to listen to the series 
• To encourage internal awareness and support of the podcast series

A total of 47 posts used 
across social media 
accounts resulting in 
317,841 reach, 49,687
impressions, 2,798 link 
clicks and 3,849 likes 

You Tube adverts had 38.34k impressions, 
generated 17.84k views and resulted in 65 clicks 
onto priority web pages on the force website.

Despite paid promotion, downloads through 
Podbean remained low, 831 (compared to 1492 in 
series one) in comparison to You Tube.

Almost half of downloads were via Apple (45%) 
then 11% on Podbean app. You Tube is much more 
effective in terms of generated listens with 97% of 
people listening on You Tube.  The majority were 
as a result of the You Tube adverts and the second 
biggest referral was the force website.

The majority of listeners were men (61%) and 39% 
were women. The most reached age group were 
those aged 18 – 24 (43%), a younger 
demographic we struggle to target in our more 
traditional communications activity.

Due to the content of the podcasts age restrictions 
are placed on episodes making it difficult to reach a 
younger audience of secondary school age. 

Internal communications 

There was a 57% reduction in views of intranet 
articles about the podcasts, despite there being 
double the articles with overviews of each 
episode

In an internal poll only 15% of the organisation 
said they planned on listening to the podcasts

The podcast page had 202 page views, compared 
to 375, a 46% reduction in page views 
compared to series one.

Further analysis showed that when the podcasts 
were promoted on the top of the page they had 
a huge increase in views showing that people are 
not scrolling down to look for content on the 
new intranet which limited our reach somewhat.

Traditional media coverage in all local 
newspapers, two interviews on BBC Radio 
Cambs and Anglia TV.
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Objectives:  

We run these campaigns every year (sometimes multiple times), so the challenge is to 
find a new angle to grab a journalist’s attention. This year we chose the angle of ‘Two 
drink or drug drivers arrested every hour across the county’ – we calculated this 
based on the stats. 

The press release went out to all local media and a version was sent out on our 
eCops platform as well as the force website. The release included a quote from the 
PCC and Sgt Mark Dollard from RPU. 

We also created a number of social media messages to go out throughout the week 
across the main and local social media channels. These included a mixture of general 
reporting posts, a roundup of drink / drug drive incidents and links back to previous 
drink / drug drive court cases. 

Drink / drug drive campaign – August 2022

Outputs

While the press release didn’t generate 
any interest in terms of interviews, it did 
receive coverage in Cambs Live, The 
Hunts Post and Peterborough 
Telegraph. 

Social media posts created around 540 
engagements

Outcomes

• To support the campaign through strategic comms messaging
• To ultimately try to reduce the number of drink / drug drivers on the county’s roads and to encourage people to report those who

drink or drug drive

Out-takes

The campaign resulted in 111 link clicks to 
the drink / drug drive pages and a doubling 
of calls to the hotline (up to 12 in August 
from 6 in July).  

5 posts

5 Tweets

1 Instagram story

1 press release

1 eCops message@
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VAWG

The new VAWG strategy was launched 
this past quarter. Each of Kaizen, 
Artemis, Boyd and Eleos were explored 
and communicated both internally and 
externally as part of the overall strategy, 
with coffee chats and press releases from 
all the individual leads. 

Safer Streets

Promotion of the safer 
streets tool has continued 
with Op Alliance and Op 
Guardian patrols feeding 
in to social media posts on 
where the public do not 
feel safe. 

Outcomes

The strategy campaign page has been viewed 764 
times for an average length of two minutes and 
forty seconds. 

Internally the articles were viewed on average 598 
times, showcasing the strength of coffee chat style 
features.

Safer Streets reports are up to 279. 

Social media posts on the new 
strategy resulted in a reach of 
4931 and 684 link clicks to the 
stories and web pages. 

The coverage was not picked up 
by a lot of traditional media, this 
will be due to the content being 
largely process driven without 
an obvious news line

Out-takes Coming up next quarter 
• Support and sharing of social change media

campaign, externally and internally (delayed due
to the death of the Queen)

• Traditional media for Social Change
• Marketing opportunities including stall at freshers

fayre and trailer boards
• OP Anubis sentencing (Cambridge rape and

kidnap)

Violence Against Women and Girls
• Increase views to the rape and serious sexual offences pages on the website
• Increase the duration spent on these pages
• Increase reports using the national Safer Streets Tool

Outputs

Objectives
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In August, printed materials (posters) were 
created from material already used by the 
Met to support Op Beaufighter – the 
forcewide response to concerns regarding 
CSE in Peterborough.

These posters were rebranded and handed 
out to hoteliers, bars and shops across the 
city, with neighbourhood officers liaising 
with and educating staff on CSE and the 
signs to look out for and encouraging 
reporting. 

We used this as a PR opportunity to get 
traditional and social media coverage, 
creating a press release with the signs to 
look out for and highlighting that one 
report or call could change a life. An eCops 
message and social media posts were also 
published to encourage reporting.

Outcomes
Visits to the dedicated CSE 
section of the force website 
were 43% higher than the 
previous month suggesting a 
wider awareness of 
exploitation in the community.

The press release had coverage in local media 
including the Peterborough Telegraph and Cambs 
Times.

A Facebook advert running for two weeks 
resulted in more than 30 trackable visits to the 
force web page, with an average duration 
session of 22 seconds.

Out-takes

Op Beaufighter (Child Sexual Exploitation)
• Increase views to the dedicated CSE page of the force website to encourage awareness
• Improve understanding of the signs of exploitation to encourage reporting, among both businesses in the area and members of the public

Outputs

Objectives

Communications 
objectives

Coming up next quarter 

Further comms activity, including targeted 
e-cops messages, further Facebook adverts
and highlighting any CSE arrests, charges or
convictions are planned for the next few
months as the campaign continues.



During quarter one (April to June 2022), theft from motor vehicle 
(TFMV) offences across Peterborough were high, and significantly 
higher than the rest of the county. Three key issues highlighted were 
people leaving their vehicles insecure, leaving valuables on display, 
reports on social media but not to police about vehicle interference 
such as trying car door handles. This prompted targeted comms 
activity to raise awareness of the issue, but with three main aims:

• Encourage people to secure their vehicles when left unattended
• Encourage reporting of suspicious activity and vehicle interference,

such as trying door handles
• Encourage people to remove belongings from their vehicles

• While we can’t obtain an accurate figure for the number of views the dedicated vehicle crime web pages
received (due to users having to ‘opt in’ for their data to be recorded), from tracking link clicks from the
communications activity (excluding news articles on the force website), it is known there were at least
2,500 visits during the quarter

• 8 targeted eCops emails sent out about TFMV (not including two court reports or about catalytic
converter theft) drove 677 visits to the vehicle crime advice pages on the force website and 194 clicks to
report information

• Out of 405 crimes recorded for theft from a vehicle, attempted theft from a
vehicle or vehicle interference, only 52 were recorded as the
vehicle being insecure – 13%

Although direct visits to the force website 
information pages from the outdoor 
adverts and postcards were low, crime 
reports show a change in behaviour in the 
Peterborough area with a reduction of 
11% in TFMV where vehicles had been left 
insecure. There was also an increase of 
55% in reports of vehicle interference 
(trying door handles etc)

Out-takes

Acquisitive crime – theft from motor vehicles (TFMV)
• During targeted communications activity increase visitors to the force’s vehicle crime pages by 30% compared to the previous period
• Through communications activity, enhance community confidence to increase reporting from the public about suspicious behaviour around

vehicles, including vehicle interference, by 30% compared to the previous quarter

Background

Objectives

In addition to social media posts, press releases and eCops emails 
being sent out, advertising was placed at three fuel stations in central 
Peterborough (covering the PE1 and PE2 areas which were the 
hotspots), as well as a billboard at Asda supermarket in Rivergate.

Postcards have also been used and delivered in hotspot locations by 
volunteers including police cadets and Neighbourhood Watch.

A Facebook advert drove 1,545 visits to the advice page on the 
website.

A key message was used across all the adverts/materials of ‘Thieves 
are targeting vehicles across Peterborough’
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Throughout quarter two (July to September 2022), targeted 
communications activity was run to coincide with a historical rise 
in dwelling burglaries throughout the summer period, with two 
main aims:

1. Encourage people to leave their homes secure when left
unattended, such as closing windows, despite the summer
heatwave, or locking front doors if outside in a garden etc, to
reduce the risk posed by opportunistic burglars

2. Encourage reporting of suspicious activity and attempted
burglaries, such as trying door handles

• While we cannot obtain an accurate figure for the number of views
the dedicated burglary web pages received (due to users having to ‘opt
in’ for their data to be recorded), from tracking link clicks from the
communications activity (excluding news articles on the force
website), it is known there were at least 4,000 visits during the quarter

• 11 targeted eCops emails sent out about dwelling burglary (not
including nine court reports) drove 1,264 visits to the vehicle crime
advice pages on the force website and 127 clicks to report information

Reports of attempted burglaries across the county (trying door handles etc) 
increased by 18% during the quarter, however there was an increase of 76% in 
Peterborough (a total of 44 crimes – one person was arrested and charged with 
15 offences which had predominantly been captured on video doorbell footage).

Unfortunately overall dwelling burglary was up by 6% compared to the previous 
quarter (April to June 2020), however it was down by 8% compared 
to the same period last year (July to September 2021).

Out-takes

Acquisitive crime – burglary
• During targeted communications activity increase visitors to the force’s burglary pages by 30% compared to the previous period
• Through communications activity, enhance community confidence to increase reporting from the public about suspicious behaviour around

property, including attempted burglary, by 30% compared to the previous quarter

Background

Objectives

A simple 10-second video clip showing windows being closed and 
doors being locked was used across social media, including as a paid 
advert on Facebook which ran for two weeks and cost £98 – this 
drove a total of 2,706 visits to the burglary advice page on the force 
website.

Advertising was also bought with ‘Archant’ where we had a takeover 
of the Peterborough Matters news website homepage for a week, 
however this drove a disappointing number of visits to our advice 
pages – just 19 – therefore this is not a tactic we would look to use 
again, for this subject matter anyway.

Social media posts, press releases and eCops emails were also sent 
out, offering a mix of advice, highlighting arrests and convictions.

Outputs

Outcomes
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Support the force vision, mission 
and values through 
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and channels
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of the organisation with 
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Improve internal communications 
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Website and Demand
Objectives • Increase webchat function use and reduce calls that should not come through to the police

• Increase online crime reporting and use of online services

The number of website visits, we are able to track, 
totaled 172,233 sessions. These visits were 
performed by 91,371 users and an average of 1872 
visits per day. 86% of these were using mobile 
devices.

Approximately 37,621 (35%) users were the result of 
social media acquisition, users coming directly to the 
site via a link shared on social media channels. The 
second largest source of traffic was ‘direct’ traffic 
(23%). Overall, more than 452,000 page views were 
recorded during this period. 

8455 online reports submitted 

3% increase compared to the 
previous quarter where online 
reports submitted totalled 8,178.

The top 3 forms used were
crime – 5793
intel - 1,281
RTCs (non-injury) - 565

• Continuing #CallWhenItCounts activities including more contact and
engagement with councils advertising our online services. Web Chat
engagement communications – how, why, when with objectives to increase
use and awareness.

• International Control Room Week will be taking place in October. Content
such as case studies on Demand Hub staff highlighting their role in more
detail will be put together and published. Hoax calls will be highlighted and a
Tweetahon will take part during the awareness week to share with the
public the types of calls and content that contact centre staff have to deal
with.

• Accessibility – technical and content updates

• 8507 web conversations

• an average of 91 chats per day

• +21% increase from April - June

• We are seeing a steady increase of
use back towards the levels seen
before SOH website was launched in
February. A significant increase has
been seen in this quarter however
compared to Q1.

#CallWhenItCounts is an ongoing campaign to help reduce demand and increase use
and awareness of our online services, including:

• An interactive online quiz, receiving over 1,200 submissions so far
• Regular educational social media posts shared organically across all channels
• Ads run on Twitter and Facebook, raising awareness of online services
• Flyers created and will be distributed door-to-door by Cadets across Cambs
• Articles have been sent and have/will be published in various Council and Parish

council magazines and newsletters
• Social media posts have been shared on various council’s Facebook and Twitter pages
• eCops messages have been distributed to all members

Web chat

OutputsHighlights

Online reporting Coming up 

Communications 
objectives



Objectives

Visibility - north
• Increase the visibility of local policing within communities through targeted external communications
• Ensure communications activity reflects the force’s work around visibility and demonstrating the hidden world of policing
• Through communications activity, gain a greater understanding of our communities and the channels required to communicate effectively with

them in a targeted and meaningful way, being aware of emerging issues affecting diversity and equality and the impact they have on our role

“You said, we did”

ASB awareness week (18th to 22nd July) saw a series of social media posts highlighting the 
work of NPTs to tackle ASB in communities, as well as educating on what ASB is, and 
encouraging reporting through the dedicated ASB reporting web pages – of which there were 
427 clicks from seven Facebook posts.

Op Alliance (10th June to 3rd September) saw dedicated patrols of Peterborough’s city 
centre and night-time economy every Friday and Saturday night. Members of the corporate 
comms team joined officers for some of the shifts and promoted the operation on social media, 
which overall had an extremely positive response from the public. A total of 13 Facebook posts 
reached more than 287,000 people, had 381 comments and 3,371 likes.

Community concerns reporting continues to be encouraged through the “you said, we did” 
social media posts and eCops updates, which have driven 801 clicks to the pages this quarter. 

• Launch of the first set of neighbourhood priorities
under the NPT ‘engagement cycle’ and surveying for
the next set

• Possible weekly slots with BBC Radio Cambs with
NPT inspectors across the county

• Op Siphon in Millfield (17th to 18th Nov)
• Launch of Op Luscombe in Wisbech

Top Peterborough post Top Fenland post

Despite a decision being made to not push out the online community 
engagement survey until the last week of quarter one, in the short space 
of time it was live, there were 858 responses submitted. The survey was 
publicised through a single Facebook post, tweet and eCops message 
(both on Peterborough and Fenland accounts) which have so far received 
a total of 244 comments on the Facebook posts and 1,753 clicks to the 
survey. eCops had 375 clicks.

This quarter will focus on promoting the priorities that have been set and 
highlighting activity carried out by NPTs, as well as publicising the survey 
throughout November to aid the setting of priorities for the next quarter.

Social media

P’boro

49K

14.6K

3,980

*followers / subscribers

Fenland

28K

7.2K

1,070

Community engagement Coming up next quarter
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Objectives

Top posts

• Operation Hypernova
• County Lines Week of Action
• Hate Crime Awareness Week
• Business Week Against Crime
• eCops promotion to boost subscriber numbers
• Cat converter marking continues
• Opportunities with media outlets continue
• Halloween and firework crime prevention
• Black Friday/NTE patrols in run

up to Christmas

Visibility - South
• Increase the visibility of local policing within communities through targeted external communications
• Ensure communications activity reflects the force’s work around visibility and demonstrating the hidden world of policing
• Through communications activity, gain a greater understanding of our communities and the channels required to communicate effectively with

them in a targeted and meaningful way, being aware of emerging issues affecting diversity and equality and the impact they have on our role

City     East      Hunts South

18.3k  15.2k 27.9k  15.8k

9.2k    4.7k 3.6k 5.8k

2,096  1,613 4,736   4,959

Supporting the teams with press releases, eCops and social 
media messaging around local issues:
City – shop theft, bike theft, drugs and knife crime, moped 
theft, purse theft, robberies, tool theft
East – Littleport, Burwell and Bottisham ASB
Hunts – Drugs and knife crime, ASB in Huntingdon town, 
drain cover thefts 
South – ASB in Cambourne

Social media
*followers / subscribers

You said we did

City – 174 +33% visits
East – 85 -48% visits
Hunts – 248 – 33% visits
South – 198 -60% visits
Drugs & county lines – 666 -68%
ASB – 690 +65%

4.5k hits on the NPT Podcast

Reporting and NPT pages

July - East – 283 – 18 +8
August - South – 499 – 48 +25
September - City – 591 -46 +10
September - Hunts – 562 – 46 -23

Using social media, online community groups, 
village magazines and newsletters and eCops to 
publicise the survey and meetings

Community engagement

Coming up next quarter 
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Southern Crime Series
• Raise awareness of summer burglary series and direct people to crime prevention advice
• Raise awareness of moped thefts (Op C) and direct people to crime prevention advice
• Raise awareness of mobile phone theft in Cambridge and direct people to crime prevention advice
• Promote Catalytic Converter marking events and direct people to crime prevention advice
• Highlight good results

Objectives

• Table surfers stealing mobile
phones from cafes and
restaurants in Cambridge

• Facebook posts and eCops
message targeting the
Cambridge city area

• 1155 of 1989 people read
the email

• 47 visits to the crime
prevention page on the
websites

• Mobile phone thefts reduced

• Over the summer months there were
spates of burglary across the South of
the county. Tasked with raising
awareness and offering summer crime
prevention advice

• Facebook posts and eCops message to
all districts

• 44k people reached on Facebook and
2,062 engaged with

• 939 visits to the burglary crime
prevention page from the eCops
messages with an average page duration
2.52

• Significant rise in moped thefts over
the summer months. Raising
awareness of the crime trend and
offering crime prevention advice how
to keep mopeds and motorbikes safe

• Facebook posts and eCops message
to Cambridge city

• 3.8k people reached on Facebook and
71 people engaged

• 1029 of 1988 people read the email

• 143 visits to the crime prevention
page on the website with an average
3.45 page duration

• Thefts reduced from July onwards

• Catalytic converter theft continues to
trend in the south of the county. Working
with officers to host first ever catalytic
converter marking events in Huntingdon
in July

• Press releases, eCops messages to
Huntingdon subscribers and on
Huntingdonshire social media

• 657 visits to the catalytic converter crime
prevention page with an average 9.18 page
duration

• 443 visits to the booking page from eCops

• 975 total visits to the booking page

• More than 200 vehicles marked over two
days

Thefts July August Sept

Mobile phone 15 2 1

Burglary 23 60 40

Moped 71 28 22

Cat converter 31 16 53

Mobile phones Burglary Moped theft Cat converter thefts

Outcomes
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OutcomesOut-takes Coming up next quarter 
• Quality assurance and accessibility testing will be

completed on all sites
• New content will be added to the EDEI
• Planning and delivery of the force Annual Awards

ceremony in November
• Planning and delivery of the Long Service and

Chief Constable’s Commendations ceremony in
December

Internal communications
• Use targeted communications channels to reach audiences in a timely manner
• Develop effective two-way conversation channels, to ensure staff feel valued and listened to
• Encourage reward and recognition for those who truly deserve it

Outputs

Objectives

Visits – 143,661

Despite being mandatory, on average only 23% of the organisation read 
general orders. This is level with the weekly update which appears online 
and is emailed to all staff.

The  mandatory reading of general orders has improved slightly since the 
introduction of the new intranet, but there is still almost 75% of the 
organisation who are not reading it.  In Q2 the average general orders 
update was read by 26% of the force, up 3% on the previous quarter.  

The weekly update views also improved slightly up 5% on Q1 to 28%.  
That still leave a significant proportion of the organisation who we are not 
reaching.

The new Sharepoint intranet system launched in 
July. To support the launch there were webinars 
for officers and staff on how to use the site.  
There was also an online feedback form which 
received 30 responses mainly asking where to 
find things.

A new agile working area has been created with 
resources on where to find agile areas, role 
profiles for mixed and standard working and 
FAQs.

Following the initial launch of the intranet we saw a significant 
reduction in the number of people participating in online polls. 
Pre launch polls had an average 163 responses (8% of the 
organisation), depending on the content some have generated 
between 300 and 700 votes.  However, following the launch of 
the new intranet, where the poll now appears at the bottom of 
the page, the average response rate was 95 (4% of the 
organisation). We have tried including the poll on the weekly 
update and putting it live on a Monday (when people tend to 
vote) which has meant a slight increase in votes but not to the 
same level as before, which does impact on our ability to test 
internal communications 

Yammer use does not appear to have increased 
following the launch of the new intranet, despite a 
live Yammer feed appearing on the ‘My Hub’ 
landing area.  Since the launch of the intranet 
there are only 30 posts a month and they tend to 
be by the same few people.  A recent poll found 
that 69% of people in the organisation never use 
Yammer which would suggest organisational 
appetite for the tool is relatively low.

Intranet articles – 69
15% 

44%
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Sexual harassment campaign 
• Increase awareness of the force’s and PSD’s work around sexual harassment as currently 58% of the organisation are not aware of the sexual harassment

policy
• Increase awareness of how and where you can report concerns around sexual harassment as currently almost one third of the female workforce do not

know where to report concerns or don’t currently feel comfortable (there is no data available in relation to men)
• Increase traffic to the dedicated intranet pages as since the launch in June they have had 11 views
• Increase awareness of the signs/types of sexual harassment and misogynistic behaviour and encourage colleagues to support one another by challenging

incidents and reporting concerns

Outputs

Objectives

Communications activity led by the BCH team launched 
the tri-force ‘Sexual Harassment Policy’ and the 
supporting intranet pages.  

The article had 89 views (Edge stats were not recording 
at the time) and the intranet pages were viewed 11 
times.

A poll showed that despite this activity 58% of the force 
had no knowledge of the sexual harassment policy.

A locally delivered communications plan 
included:
• An email to line managers from the DCC
• A ‘Need to Know’ article with the DCC
• Two mentions in the weekly update
• General orders piece
• Launch of Cambs sexual harassment

intranet pages
• Use of NPCC ‘abuse of position for sexual

purpose’ video

The first weekly update received 671 views reaching 30% of the 
organisation. The second weekly update had 578 views reaching 26% of 
the organisation.

General orders was viewed 669 times reaching 30% of the organisation.

The intranet pages were viewed 231 views.

The NPCC ‘abuse of position for sexual purpose’ video had 266 views.

Outcomes
Following on from the communications activity 82% of the force say they are aware 
of the ‘Sexual Harassment Policy’

In a poll 64% of the force said they know how to report concerns around sexual 
harassment in the workplace

There was a 2000% increase in page views on the force’s local sexual 
harassment intranet pages compared to the BCH page launch in June

The intranet article had 825 views, reaching 
36% of the organisation.

Out-takes
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